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Dear Sir /Madam 

Representation reference  Licence Application Angus Tap and Grind ltd  

98 Liverpool Road Crosby L23 5TG 

 

We would like to raise objections to the grant of a licence application for the above premises for the 

sale of alcohol and provision of live and recorded music 7 days a week from 10am to beyond midnight on some days. 

 

 1  This application is in particular contrary to Sefton Councils  licensing objectives in relation in particular prevention of 

nuisance . The premises and location in close proximity to schools and long standing residential premises are in direct 

conflict with this aim. 

 

2 The proposed hours of opening and all day alcohol / music licence until 12pm mid week days and  later at weekends 

   is entirely out of keeping with its location and construction of the premises. 

 

 

 

3 Current experience with recent applications granted is mixed with those selling food and no music licence operating 

mainly without issues.Although some late night bars in the village are causing issues for local residents particularly after 

11pm. 

Similar issues would be result from this application which is a larger venue than those nearby.It is clear that this licence if 

granted will considerably increase the risk of unacceptable noise  and anti social behaviour in what is a predominantly 

residential area.We live  from the venue and already experience this in particular on weekends when bars close at 

11pm.This application for a 1am licence will attract drinkers from other venues closing earlier and add to the problem of 

nuisance in residential premises in close proximity. 

 

4 The application does not propose any provision food and is merely a drinks music venue with ability to play music live 

and recorded at all hours of the day and night.their website states acoustic music but it is likely most will be amplified with 

no control over volumes and seeing doors windows closed. 

 

5 There are several schools in direct proximity and the hours proposed from10am are in direct conflict with these. 

 

6 There are are also many residences within close proximity and hearing distance which will suffer in relation to the quiet 

enjoyment of their premises severely impacting on the quality of life, not to mention the flats which are part of this 



development. 

7   This application will not bring any benefits to the surrounding area as there are already many drinking outlets in 

walking distance albeit without live music provision or after 11pm opening. 

 

10 The late night hours beyond those allowed for most other bars in the area will attract drinkers from other venues and is 

like to result in unruly drunken behaviour as experience by the late licence bars in the centre of the village, 

 

To summarise 

We think the above application should be refused on the grounds identified above     or if granted to be restricted to later 

opening and earlier closure and minimum provision of food as part of the offer. 

 

 

 

 

 Residents since 1975 

 

Please confirm receipt of this representation and that it will be taken into account in your consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

  




